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ELECTROMAGNETIC COLD-TEST CHARACTERIZATION OF THE QUAD- 
DRIVEN STRIPLINE KICKER 

Scott D. Nelson and James E. Dunlap 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, Califorma 94550 USA 

The fir% kicker concept design [ I] for beam deflection 
was conaucted to allow stripline plates to he driven; thus 
directing. or krckifrp. the electron heam into two subse- 
quent ham lines. This quad-driven stripline kicker is ~1 
eipht port electromagnetic netwxk and consists of wo 
actively driven plates and two terminated plates. Elccllo- 
magnetic measurements performed on the hi-kicker [2] 
;md quad-kicker were designed to determine: (I) the qua- 
ity of the fabrication of the kicker, including component 
alignments: (2) qwntitication of the input feed transition 
qions from the mput cxxw to the driven kicker plates; (3) 
ldentilicntion of propenies of the kicker itself wlthout 
involving the effects uf Ihe electron beam: (4) coupling 
between a line current SOU~PX and the plates of the kicker; 
and (5) the effects on the driven cu~@nt to simulate ~1 
electron beam rhrough the body of the kicker. Included in 
thts are the angulx vCuiations inside the kicker to examine 
modal distributions. The gwl of Ihe simulated beam was 
to allow curved path and changing radios studies to he per- 
formed ~lectromagnetic:~lly. The cold test results pro- 
duced were then incorporated into beam models [3]. 

1 1NTROL)UCTION 

The original kicker design was conceived NI allow frv 
the diversion of the elects-on beam dynamically dwing a 
long pulse; thus acting like a heam bplitter. Experiments 
performed on the kicker [4] detail the operating par:m~e- 
ters of the system This paper wtlines the electromagnetic 
cold-test mensurcmcnts performed on the ktcker as pall of 
the analysts and concepts for the kicker pulser require- 
ments. 

Due to heamline usage and the mmiutions for the cold- 
wst measurements, the kicker was tested m the LL.UL 
Electromagnetics Laboratory using a variety of vecfw net- 
work annlyzer~ (to uweep the frequency hand) and lime 
domain impulse genaators and scopes. 

2 KlCKER PORT TESTING 
Each of the eight input ports of the kicker were tested 

over :L h-cquency hand horn 1.5 MHz to S(X) MHL. ‘l’wu 
ports connccwd tu the input and output of each of the foul 
plates through n tapered transition 
region through a coaxial connector. 
The pin on the plate connected 
directly to the center pin of the coax. 
The results of the measurements 
(shown in Figure 3) indicate a broad- 
hand lmatch with the exception of res- 
mancrs caused by the feed regions. 
The comparison in Figure J illustrates the feed region 
effects based on experience learned from the hi-kicker and 
qua&kicker development xtivilirs. 
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When the central wire representing an electron beam 
was excited through the main body of the kicker, the 
“pump-up” time of the kicker was observed as an equiva- 
lent time constant of 70 ns. This corresponds to the cavity 
fill time between the simulated beam pulse and the ports. 

6 AZIMUTHAL VARIATIONS 

During the course of the measurements, the azimuthal 
variation caused by the offset-rotations of the current-wire 
was measured and compared against the theoretical solu- 
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tion for an offset wire in an ideal 
kicker. A comparison between 

,’ X/e line) for an electrostatic coupling 
case and that for the experimental 

0 90 180 270 360 cases at the peak coupling points 
of 68.4, 139.2, and 209.4 MHz is shown in the above plot. 
The angular frequency spectrum of the above plots was 
taken to determine the relationships between the various 
modes (Dipole, Quadrupole, and Sextupole) in the kicker 
and those modal ratios are shown in the table below 

and are in a similar range to that determined by integrating 
the simple analytic representation [5] along the plate 
boundaries shown in Equation 1, 
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where 4 is the plate half-angle (39’) but 45’ was used to be 
consistent with the theory since Eq(1) assumes no gaps, b 
is the plate radius (12.87 cm), and a is the radius to the 
wire position (3.175 cm). Differences can be attributed to 
gap effects between plates, end effects near the feeds, and 
simplifications of the analytic representation. 

The equivalent circuit model for the kicker is composed 
of a series of transmission line sections and cross-coupling 
terms representing the plate-to-plate effects. 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

Although the frequency range of interest for kicker 
applications is in the low hundreds of megahertz range and 
is based on the bandwidth of the kicker pulser, there were 
initial concerns about beam induced effects. For this fre- 
quency range: the cross coupling between adjacent ports 
is less than 14 dB; the input impedance for each port is 
between 50 and 90 ohms; transmission along the plates 
experiences less than 1 dB of loss; and cavity measure- 
ments show a cavity pump-up time, and a dI/dt coupling 
between the current-wire and the cavity. 

The input reflection coefficient for some higher fre- 
quencies can approach 30%; but these frequencies are 
expected to be outside of the normal operating range of the 
kicker. However, in making the modifications from the bi- 
kicker design to the quad-kicker design, the frequency 
band where these effects make a pronounced difference 
was lowered and is closer to the operating band. Thus, 
subsequent changes in the kicker design would need to be 
leery of this limit. It should be emphasized however that 
the elimination of the shorted plates from the bi-kicker 
design substantially improved the operation of the quad- 
kicker [4]. 
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